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Our daughter Tasha member #0103 had been diagnosed with
schizophrenia in 1992. We met with other parents in a similar
situation at the Schizophrenia Society meetings. We were loaned a
video of the Fountain House Clubhouse in New York which inspired
us to start a Clubhouse in Calgary to give our children a place to go
and which could help in their recovery. We formed a committee to
establish a Clubhouse and started meeting regularly in the Petro
Canada building in Glenda Jones’ offices in about 1994. Our founding
members included Glenda Jones, Pat Kirkham, Roy Stewart, Mary
Kernohan, Gerald Pulak, Maurice Lukowich, Bob and Claire
Campbell, and Bob Michael. Soon after we welcomed Dave Audley,
Stan Herdman and Jim Pickard (our first member). We formed and
registered a charitable organization called the “Clubhouse Society of
Calgary” with the Alberta Government September 20, 1995. We
established a Board of Directors which included Bob Michael as
Chair, Dave Audley Vice Chair, Stan Herdman Treasurer and Glenda
Jones as Secretary.
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At one of our early meetings Dave Audley challenged us to start
fundraising by throwing $20 on the Board Room table. A number of
us contributed and the Campbells boosted our morale by contributing a cheque for $1,000. This
matched the $1,000 that the Schizophrenia Society donated to us to get going. On a holiday to
Vancouver Island, I stopped in to visit the Stepping Stones Clubhouse in Langley, BC. I was very
impressed with how members and staff worked alongside each other in running the Clubhouse.
Members and staff all seemed to be happy and productive. This is what we wanted and needed
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in Calgary. I made a couple of presentations at the Schizophrenia Society meetings and
recommended we bring in Maureen, the Executive Director of
the Langley Clubhouse to speak to us. Potential members
started asking us when the Clubhouse would start up in
Calgary. This motivated us to greater efforts and resulted in
the $1,000 donation from the Schizophrenia Society.
Peter Aubrey was an early supporter and put in a good word
for us with his friend Gus Peters of Peter's Drive-in. Gus
donated $20,000 and hired a member on a part time basis to
serve ice cream. Tasha's grandparents from Kelowna donated
$10,000. We ran a Casino which enabled us to hire Gord
Young as a part time Executive Director. Thanks to Dave, we
retained Norm Haines and his company to start and guide us
in a major fundraising campaign. Notable donations included
$50,000 from Petro Canada (thanks to Glenda Jones for
approaching her President) and $175,000 from Clay Riddell
over 3 years towards the employment program (thanks to Roy
Stewart who worked with Clay at Chevron).
We kept in touch regularly with Betty Schoenhofer, who was
Chair of the Provincial Mental Health Advisory Board. Betty was a great help and promoted our
cause in government circles. Peter Aubrey helped us again, by challenging us to fax the Minister
of Health to try and obtain government funding. We made a joint presentation to the Honorable
Halvar Johnson who was instrumental in providing our first and ongoing funding from the
Province. Mr. Johnson attended and spoke at our fund raising gala on October 15, 1998 and
announced a major annual contribution.
Gord Young was promoted to our full time Executive Director, and he worked extensively with
Jim P. (our member #1) and other Directors in setting up the structure and procedures in line with
the International Clubhouse standards. We held a number of picnics, outings and meetings to
attract members and to explain the benefits of Clubhouse to them. Our parents and directors
were all involved with sons and daughters at these early events.
As Dave said, we started or Clubhouse in a church, Knox United Church, basement before
moving to the Rehab Society building, 7 11 St NE, in Bridgeland. Some of the staff at our 1120 10
Ave SW site in 2000 were John Mungham, Marsha Bosch, Melanie Marsh, Suzanne Alman,
Jimmie-Lou Bourne, Dean Kernohan, and Gord Young.
Clubhouse has helped many members over the years and we are very pleased with the growth
and contributions to our members and society in general. Here's to continue growth and success
of our Clubhouse, named Potential Place by the members!
Dave Audley:
Back in the early 1990s, my daughter Tracey (member #0002) was still in the Foothills Psych
Ward. The Schizophrenia Society was holding once/month Thursday Evening meetings at the
Foothills. Tracey and I went to one of those meetings where Bob Michael and another gentleman
gave a presentation on the Clubhouse concept.
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After the meeting, Tracey looked at me and said, “Dad – you need to get these guys moving!”
And so – I found out where this small fledgling group was holding meetings (in a Petro Canada
boardroom, courtesy of Glenda Jones) and went to my first meeting. By the third meeting, I
came to realize we needed to fundraise in order to get this “idea” off the ground.
I took a $20.00 bill out of my pocket and threw that on the table. My intention was to
demonstrate that fundraising had to start with the board. In a very short time, going around the
table, we found almost $1,100! That included one very generous $1,000.00 donation! And that
also doubled the money in our bank account! In a relatively short time, we got Haines/Elliott on
board for fund raising and following a very generous donation from Gus Peters (Peter’s Drive In),
we hired Gord Young as our part-time Executive Director in 1995.
We then approached Knox United Church, asking for a place for Clubhouse members to meet.
The first few meetings were held there before we moved to the Rehab Society Building at 7 – 11
St NE in Bridgeland.
We ordered phone service to be installed, rounded up furniture and office equipment and
clubhouse became an official not-for-profit start-up! We registered under “Clubhouse Society
of Calgary” with the Alberta Government on September 20th, 1995. That was a cold winter and
we used the kitchen facilities to cook a lot of hot lunches – the start of the kitchen unit! The day
program started to take hold with Gord’s very able leadership! New members were starting to
walk in the door and the word about clubhouse was starting to get out to the wider Calgary
community. Several Board members also volunteered, helping Gord organize.

At the same time, fundraising efforts were taking shape with the assistance of Norm Haines.
Norm guided us and after a tremendous amount of work, we raised a lot of money and through
Norm’s contacts (Norm was Ralph Klein's boss at one point); we had provincial ongoing support
through AHS. There were several donations, most of which are shown with donation plaques on
the wall at the front door. These were some of the larger donations and board members also
continued to donate with money, time and needed items (food, furniture and office equipment).
The board continued its support, with board members finding more transitional jobs, fund
raising, and community outreach and helping hire additional staff. The board also re-enforced
the idea of staff and member training, sending Gord, two members, and President of Board, Bob
to Toronto for the initial training on June 1st, 1998. Through the years, Clubhouse has continued
training, utilizing several training clubhouses – a very important aspect!
We eventually outgrew the Rehab Society space, moving to the downtown site 1120 10 Ave
SW. The setup took three months and we moved in June 2000. We also added a commercial
kitchen in this site to support the kitchen unit, leading to transitional jobs in restaurants. We
were well on our way to growing the clubhouse. January 2011 we moved to our present site
#110 999 8 St SW just East of the old site. As we grew, staff was added to handle the increased
growth.
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Laura F.
A group of about 100 members and their families, along with the board, were committed to
starting a clubhouse of their own. So they asked Gord Young and two members to go to
Clubhouse Training at Progress Place in Toronto. On the third week the president of the board,
Bob Michael would join them for training. The two members that went from the group were Jim
P. who would be member #0001, and Dean K. who was member #0005. The group was meeting
in a Rehab Centre at 7 11 Street NE at the time. This was on June 1 st, 1998, when the three people
from that group came to Toronto, Progress Place, to learn how to setup a Clubhouse. The training
team for Progress Place was: Brenda Singer E.D, Criss Habal-Brosek Program manager, Robyn
Evans Training Coordinator, Marla Newman, and Helena Korsman were there for the whole three
weeks. I and three other members from Progress Place helped out during this time. Since I was
from Calgary, I asked to be put on the training team. On July 8th, 1999 Robyn and Helena came to
the group to do a site visit to see how they were doing and made suggestions and further
recommendations to setting up a clubhouse. The accreditation would happen a few years later!
The group name that was registered with Alberta Government on September 20th, 1995 was “The
Clubhouse Society of Calgary” - this was needed to get our not-for-profit charitable number. The
members themselves wanted it called Potential Place by consensus. This is still what we call
ourselves today. The group moved to 1120 10 Ave SW in June of 2000, but took until April to get
setup. In January of 2011 we moved into our present location of #110 999 8 St SW. We had no
setup time so we used three containers, one for wash, one for vinegar, and last for rinse. We also
had crock pot and convection oven before the stove from old place was put in.
I started my mental health recovery journey at Progress Place in December 1984 as a member
where Robyn (staff) and others members came to Allen Garden where I was sleeping and asked
if I wanted to get an apartment to live in. They would also help me in the clubhouse to get me
back on my feet. The members helped me to get confident about handling cameras again after
my four years in Queen Street Mental Centre. I continued to be a part of the Progress Place and
was on their board as a member, along with going for training for three weeks myself at
Independence Centre in St. Louis, Missouri. I left the Toronto clubhouse to return home in Calgary
on June 1, 2006. Toronto was having a tornado which shutdown the power to the Toronto Airport
thus I had to leave out of Hamilton. When I arrived in Calgary I had to reassemble my electric
scooter myself which took two hours to do. I then checked the Kerby Centre, the YWCA, and
then ended up at the Drop Inn Centre. I only had one place to stay with my scooter, cpac
machine, and a good bed for my back problems. The next day I went to Potential Place to ask if
they could help me in finding accommodation. I then become a member of the Potential Place
Clubhouse. I have helped out since then and have gone on a three week training in Genesis
Clubhouse in Worcester, Massachusetts. Like Progress Place, which took me off the street from
the park and help me get on my feet, so has Potential Place done the same these 13 years. Both
keeping to clubhouse movement of helping people through work to make them feel better. This
shows how much Potential Place is still needed to stop isolation and to be able to help find the
strengths in their members to reach their goals. This month, I have finally gotten my power chair
after over a year of fighting for it! I would again like to thank the board, Potential Place, and
Clubhouse for everything!
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Frank’s Blog
frank.kelton@potentialplace.org
Bell Let’s Talk Day – January 30th, 2019
Bell Let's Talk is an advocacy program by Bell Canada to promote mental
health education, research, awareness, and ending social stigma. The
initiative is most known for its annual Bell Let's Talk Day. Bell Let's Talk Day
in 2018 is set for Wednesday, January 30th and everyone is invited to join
the Canadian conversation that's leading the world in confronting the stigma
around mental illness and sharing ideas to move mental health forward. Bell Let’s Talk promotes
awareness and action with a strategy built on 4 key pillars: Fighting the stigma, improving access
to care, supporting world-class research and leading by example in workplace mental health.
Anti-stigma
One of the biggest hurdles for anyone suffering from
mental illness is overcoming the stigma attached to it. The
annual Bell Let’s Talk awareness campaign and Day is
driving the national conversation to help reduce this stigma
and promote awareness and understanding and talking is
an important first step towards lasting change.
Care & access
Bell supports a variety of organizations, including grassroots agencies, local hospitals and
universities, to help provide Canadians with support services when and where they need it.
Research
Research holds the greatest promise to better understand treatments and cures. Bell is investing
in best-in-class research programs with the potential to have a transformative impact on the
mental health and well-being of Canadians.
Workplace health
Mental health is the leading cause of workplace disability in Canada and represents 15% of
Canada’s burden of disease. Bell adopts the voluntary Standard for Psychological Health and
Safety in the Workplace and is encouraging greater corporate engagement across Canada.
Potential Place supports Bell’s ongoing initiatives and these pillars of mental wellness. In
collaboration with our peers in the Calgary Coalition of Addictions and Mental Health, we support
anti-stigma, education and integration initiatives that eliminate barriers and provide seamless
service to mental health clients whom we serve and to whom we are accountable. On the
research front, Potential Place is involved in two substantial empirical research studies. One will
look at the public health care avoided costs specific to our Clubhouse psycho-social
rehabilitation model. The other will be a collaborative study of 5 accredited clubhouses across
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Canada including Potential Place that will examine the mental wellness of our clients over a
three-year study period. On January 30th and throughout the year, I invite all our readers to
engage in and to enjoy the conversations

New Year’s Resolutions
Enitan
According to Self Determination Theory, ‘The most successful people set
goals that are tied to their strengths and within their boundaries of
competence. This means that although goals need to be challenging, they
should not be so far beyond our competence that the mere anxiety of
achieving them scares us off’.
For the 2019 New Year, people are beginning to make Resolutions, and the point to note is that
many of these resolutions may fail because they may not be the right resolutions. New Year
resolutions may not be effective or fail if,



It’s a resolution created based on what someone else or society is telling you to change.
You do not have a realistic plan for achieving your resolutions.

The goals you are setting should be smart — SMART that is, Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time-bound.










Specific. Your resolution should be absolutely clear. Set yourself up for success, be clear
about what you really want to do and how you want to go about it. Try new things and
learn new skills.
Measurable. Logging progress into your writing pad, making notes on your phone or in an
app designed to help you track behaviors and can reinforce the progress, no matter what
your resolution may be, do not feel bad if your attempts at trying thing new don’t work,
keep trying!
Achievable. Avoid taking too big a step too fast as this can leave you unfulfilled, or affect
other areas of your life to the point that your resolution takes over your life. If you’ve
always wanted to learn a new skill, take an online course or enroll in a class. Do the thing
you’ve always thought about doing.
Realistic. Check if it is a goal that really matters to you, and whether you are making it for
the right reasons and a strong passion in that moment. Reflect on all the positive aspects
of your life and the areas where you are succeeding and you’ll feel a thousand times more
motivated and positive.
Time-bound. The timeline toward reaching your goal should be realistic, giving yourself
enough time to do it with lots of smaller in-between goals set up along the way for
success.
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In conclusion, remember that it’s all about YOU therefore, make these your priorities:








Mental life
Physical life
Emotional life
Educational life
Financial life
Relational life
Spiritual life

Health & Wellness – A New Year
Victor L
2019 is finally here, a new year means a fresh start, a new chapter in our lives. A new year allows
us to assess our lives and plan for the future year. It is good to plan our goals and what we want
to accomplish in the coming year. Whether working on our health and wellness, achieving
financial goals, or building up our material assets. The New Year gives us a promise of a new
start, a new chapter in our lives and optimism in our future. Let us start the New Year with open
hearts and minds, with fresh eyes and positivity for coming year.
It is a custom to make New Year resolutions for the coming year. If you make resolutions and are
serious and committed to following through with them, this can be great for our health and
wellness. Achieving our resolution goals is a great feeling that can boost our self-esteem, give us
a sense of accomplishment and can improve our health and wellness.
A great New Year resolution could be making a commitment to spend more time outdoors.
Perhaps in the winter months you would like to visit the mountains for some skiing or
snowboarding. Or just visiting the mountains in the winter months; the scenery is quite different
than in the summer months. Also, you could go ice skating and enjoy the fire pit and some hot
chocolate. You could also go for a walk in a nature reserve such as Fish Creek Park or Kananaskis
Park as the scenery is quite different
in the winter months. Spending time
outdoors is great for our health and
wellness and time should be invested
in this endeavour.
Another possible New Year’s
Resolution is perhaps starting your
own business. Perhaps you have
been debating this idea for a long
time or have been getting cold feet.
Maybe 2019 is the year you want to
make the leap and start your
business. Perhaps you would like to
start a bakery, brewery, café, coffee
shop, diner, plumbing company, art gallery or a business in an emerging industry. Also, being a
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dealer for Amway or Herbalife is a great small business opportunity that you may want to pursue.
2019 maybe the now or never point in your life to finally start the business that you have always
dreamed of. Living the dream is great for your health and wellness as well as the health and
wellness of your friends and family.

Five Ways to Reduce Anxiety
Wesley R
Top 5 Ways to Reduce Anxiety:
1. Accept you are anxious.
2. Breathe through your belly not your chest.
3. Walk or exercise for at least a 20 minutes.
4. Laugh
5. Find a meditation practice that works for you.
Top 5 Foods that Reduce Anxiety:
1. Avocados
2. Berries
3. Nuts + Seeds
4. Spinach
5. Whole Grains
Top 5 Foods that Increase Anxiety:
1. Processed Foods
2. Sugar
3. White Flour
4. Soft Drinks
5. Caffeine
Top 5 Natural Remedies to Reduce Anxiety:
1. Lavender Oil Aromatherapy
2. Chamomile Tea
3. Practice Meditation
4. Get out in the Sun
5. Try Yoga and or Qigong
Top 5 Tips for Reducing Anxiety:
1. Be easy on yourself.
2. It’s ok to make mistakes. That’s how we learn.
3. Don't be afraid to break the rules sometimes.
4. Do the best you can and that is enough.
5. You don’t have to be perfect. It isn’t wrong to be wrong.
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The Media & Mental Health
Susan
The media plays a huge role in the public view of mental health. On one hand the media has
raised public awareness about some common conditions like depression and anxiety. Meanwhile,
the media has sometimes vilified conditions such as schizophrenia or bi-polar disorder, among
others. Sometimes, the media continues to create a link in the public’s minds between mental
health and violence. If a violent crime is committed, the media is quick to suggest that the
perpetrator must be “mentally ill,” even though crimes are committed by all kinds of people for
all kinds of reasons. Even when it is later proven that the perpetrator does not have a mental
health issue, the suggestion that the “must have” had a mental health issue was front page news,
while the revelation that the person did not have a mental health issue is not discussed.
If a person with a mental health issue commits a crime, the media is sometimes quick to imply
that all people with mental health issues are violent. When in reality, most people with mental
health issues are non-violent and are far more likely to be the victim of a violent crime than
commit one. The following points are some information about mental health and crime to help
dispel the myths created by the media:







There are effective treatments for all mental health issues
People who are medication compliant can lead relatively normal lives and be productive
members of society
The media sensationalizes violent crimes and often suggests a link between violence and
mental health even when none exists
People with schizophrenia are 14 times more likely to be the victim of a violent crime than
arrested for one (schizophrenia.com)
People who have a sense of purpose, feel included, and feel like productive members of
society are far less likely to have violent thoughts than people who feel like outsiders

Mental health issues can typically be controlled with medication. However, the ongoing stigma
sometimes created by media surrounding certain mental conditions can be worse than the
condition itself. But we can all work together to see past stigma and see all people as people,
and understand our differences instead of fearing them.
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Employment Update
Ali
Jennifer D. is well underway working at Staples. She has completed all the safety training and
spent some time on the floor. She will mainly be responsible for:





assisting customers with finding product in a positive & friendly manner;
stocking shelves with new stock;
keeping the aisle and work area clean and free of clutter;
keeping daily tasks prioritized; and trying out a cashier position after a few months

Simon jumped into this position until the end of January. Thank you so much. He is
doing well and has fit in nicely. Jenny K. will be the next in line for this TE starting in
February for the next term 6 months. What Jenny will be doing at Minuteman is:







Vacuuming
Dusting
Empty all waste baskets
Sweeping and mopping floor
Sanitizing
Kitchen Cleaning includes: washing of dishes/ counters and microwave
We have great news!

Our TE with Aurora has been
re-instated. It was
requested that Hannelore
start right away as she already knows the ropes –
having worked there previously. Please watch the
Community Meeting Board in the New Year for
future TE Developments!
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Goodbye from Rosalyn
I’m very sad to be leaving Potential Place now that my practicum has finished. I have really
enjoyed learning about Clubhouse and getting to know all of you over the past four months. I
would like to thank each of you for taking the time to make me feel welcome, sharing your
experiences with me and teaching me about the work-ordered day tasks.
I will keep in touch with Potential Place and I am looking forward to seeing each of your
successes! You are all wonderful individuals and I have been so lucky to have spent these few
months with you. Thank you!
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Creative Corner
I am Now Qualified

Thru my options, I have gained control. What am I educated for in this world? There are many
traps, hurdles, and opportunities In your eyes throughout, was a twinkling of a great potential. I
want to come to reason, a plan, a goal. This is so my features will show. Keeping on a path for
endeavors from perseverance. I know all of which is committed
In my life, I did heed the call, the mission, which I stated my spirit does enthrall to be qualified.
The end is better than the start. I will never fall apart. Everybody comes to a fork in the road.
Being qualified to drive behind the wheel, qualifies the journey only to be freed.

Bart Collie

Photography by Becky
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What is a Pantomime?
Ron Rockey
Pantomimus is someone that plays all the roles in a story, according to the ancient Greek
definition. The theatrical act of Pantomime was adopted by Italian artists, who sought to imitate
the art form, where it flourished for some time. Song, dance, music and tap-dancing were
incorporated into the act, as was emphatic gesturing. It was quite a popular attraction, but didn’t
get studied much because it wasn’t considered a high art form. It then moved to France and
England, where it influenced ballet and concert dance. Often, there was a lesson or moral to the
comedic performance. Some were silent and some utilized song and tap dance. It became quite
popular in England and was a mainstay of entertainment for over 150 years. There was a strong
emphasis on enchantment, magic, and fairy tales. And often times a clown, a lover and a
policeman were characters in the story. Its popularity however didn’t catch on in the United
States.
The costumes were an important part of the performance. It added to the spectacle of the event
which often times brought people to fits of laughter. Bozo also became popular in Mexico and
Brazil. One form of theatre that did catch on in the US is Vaudeville. Vaudeville loosely translates
as Voice of the City from French. The distinct difference it is that a moral or psychological
significance is left out. It became the heart of the American show business. A string of venues
called the Keith circuit of 45 venues in 36 cities took place in North America. The biggest venue
of the circuit was the Palace Theatre in New York. Both Vaudeville and Harlequin, the comedic
stage play popular in Europe, became somewhat obsolete after motion pictures were
developed.
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Film Review – Bohemian Rhapsody

The story of the artist Freddy Mercury and his band Queen is one of intrigue and eccentricity. This
artist captivated the hearts and minds of millions of people with his ingenuity for song-writing
and wildly passionate zeal for living an eccentric life. Not only was he gifted in writing and
performing, but his technical prowess is unmatched for both the dynamic articulation and strong
emphatic delivery of the range of notes. His courage to brand himself as a worthy equal or
perhaps even a monarch in his own right, shows his confidence and enveloping heart for both his
fans and life. It ought to be mentioned that his lifestyle was filled with glitz and glamour and
indulgence.
One of his most cherished pieces of music is the Bohemian Rhapsody which is an epic rock opera
about a poor boy that nobody loves. Boheme is a region in France that was a hotspot for poetry,
art and culture. Initially his music, particularly Bohemian Rhapsody, was controversial especially
in the United States for its air of superiority. Recently however he was awarded a Blue Plaque in
the UK for being a cherished figure in the National Narrative.
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Recipe of the Month
Cheesy Cauliflower Curry
Ingredients:















1 large head cauliflower, cut into 2-inch chunks
1 Tbsp olive oil
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
1 Tbsp salted butter
½ medium yellow onion, diced
1 garlic clove, minced
3 Tbsp all-purpose flour
1 cup whole milk
½ cup heavy cream
2 cups vegetable stock
2 tsp curry powder
¼ tsp cayenne pepper
5 oz [140 g] mild, medium, or sharp Cheddar cheese, shredded

Directions:
1. Preheat the oven to 375⁰F. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper or aluminum foil.
2. In a large bowl, combine the cauliflower, olive oil, ½ tsp salt, and ½ tsp black pepper and
toss to mix well. Spread the cauliflower in a single layer on the prepared baking sheet and
bake until softened and lightly browned, about 20 minutes. Let cool on pan.
3. In a small soup pot over medium-low heat, melt the butter. Add the onion and saute until
soft and translucent, 5 to 7 minutes.
4. Add the garlic and saute for 1 minute longer (do not let the garlic burn).
5. Whisk the flour and cook for 1 minute, stirring constantly.
6. Whisk in the milk, cream, and vegetable stock.
7. Add the roasted cauliflower, curry powder, and cayenne pepper and stir to combine.
8. Raise the heat to bring to a low boil, then turn the heat to low, cover, and simmer for about
15 minutes longer.
9. Add the cheese and stir in one direction until the cheese is fully melted into the soup.
Remove from the heat.
10. Use an immersion blender to blend the soup into a smooth puree in the pot. If you don’t
have an immersion blender, puree the soup in a blender, working in batches on low speed.
Remove the plug from the lid, cover the lid with a clean towel, and hold down the lid while
blending, or the hot soup will blow the lid off and make a mess in the kitchen.
11. Taste and adjust the seasoning with salt and black pepper.
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Please Donate to Potential Place
Charitable # 895282358RR0001
Your Donation Will Support
Please Check One
Non-Restricted Funds – Can be applied to any one of our current programs
Program Supports – Community Connection – Café/Bistro - Marketing
Continuing Education Supports
Transitional Employment Program
Social Recreation Supports
YAOP Supports – Young Adults of Potential
Housing Supports

Donation Amount
One - Time

Monthly – Until MM / DD / YYYY

Enter the Amount
/

/

Message/Instructions for Potential Place Society

Payment Information

Credit Card Type

Card Number
Expiry Date

Month

Year

Card Holder Name

Telephone
(

Address

City

)
Province

Please Print and fax to 403-216-9251 or scan and e-mail to: navi.sahota@potentialplace.org
Address – 110, 999 – 8th Street SW | Calgary, Alberta | T2R 1J5
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Postal Code

